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Classical Inspiration
A Georgian interpretation balances old-world craftsmanship with luxurious modern living
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ong before Steve and Dianne
Potts started building on their
dream lot along the banks of
Daniel Island’s Ralston Creek,
they got an education in architecture.“We knew we wanted
something comfortable but
elegant,” Steve recalls, “and
something that related to the region.” They
poured over concepts with architect Steve
Herlong, and at last a theme emerged: “We
wanted something timeless, and we fell in
love with Georgian style,” Dianne adds.
The house that came to occupy the
property three years later reflects lessons
well-learned. Subtle details speak to a
Georgian aesthetic: a two-story semicircu-
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Yet other considerations take into account the realities of modern life and a
peninsula-shaped lot surrounded by marsh
and grand live oaks.The result is an almost
inverted horseshoe-shaped footprint, providing views of the marsh and creek from
nearly every room. The formality of the
interior relaxes as the house flows easily
toward the back, which overlooks a broad
veranda flanked by a gazebo and pool house
that embrace an infinity pool that appears
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Remembrance of Things Past: The house’s
façade derives its Georgian aesthetic from the
rounded double portico and graceful symmetry.

lar entry porch graces the symmetrically
balanced façade; large black-and-white
marble squares pave the entry hall; a
dome with stylized leaf-and-vine stenciling crowns the stairway; floor-to-ceiling
wainscot and detailed custom moulding
clad the walls—such details that grace
many early Lowcountry mansions. Reflecting the old-world attention to detail, most
of the interior walls are wood finishes, not
today’s typical sheetrock.
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Grand Entry: The dramatic entry hall rises two stories and is punctuated by a dome with hand-stenciling by
local artist Kristen Bunting. A dramatic black-and-white marble floor defines the foyer (opposite).

Dine Around: The dining room features a mirrored
tray ceiling punctuated by an antique Italian chandelier the Potts found on a trip abroad. The round dining table helps soften the lines of the formal space.
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to flow into the creek beyond. A small
koi pond accented with bronze sculptures of herons helps further define the
space, breaking the large area into smaller
outdoor “rooms.”
Back inside, numerous French doors and
an abundance of windows foster a conversation between interior and exterior, just as
the Potts envisioned for their frequent soirées. “Last December, we had a Christmas
party,” Dianne recalls.“The weather was perfect, so we opened all the doors to the back
terrace. The band was tucked into one corner,” she gestures toward an ancient live oak,
“and a full moon was directly behind it—we
couldn’t have planned it better,” she says.
Other touches contribute to make the
house an entertainer’s dream. In the formal
living room, a half door cleverly hidden in
the wainscot opens to a counter with a
bar on the other side, perfect for serving
cocktails before dinner in the nearby dining room or during the family’s frequent
parties. A large kitchen serves as a bridge
between the formal living and dining rooms
and the more dressed-down family room
and outdoor spaces, but it also helps direct
the flow of traffic during soirées.“We often
host parties with as many as 300 guests,”
Dianne says, “so creating a floor plan to
accommodate that many people was vital,
but it was also critical for all the design elements to work together.”
The Potts hired interior designer Sissy
Bradham of Designs Three & Associates to
help execute the house’s visual aesthetic.
“We brought Sissy in very early while we
were first putting the plans on paper,” Steve
recalls. The Potts wanted everything from
architecture to furniture to blend seamlessly, so they brought very little with them
from their old house.“I donated everything
to charity or gave it to friends and started
pretty much from scratch,” Dianne says.
“When she came to interview me,” recalls
Bradham, “Dianne had some directives and
a feel she wanted, but she and Steve believe
in letting people do their jobs, so they were
very receptive to my ideas.” Bradham admits
that having no restrictions when it came to

“We knew we wanted something comfortable
but elegant, and something that related to
the region.” —Steve Potts, homeowner
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Artful Lodger: The family room has
a rustic feel, with soaring two-story
whitewashed walls, a stone fireplace with a Shannon Smith painting
flanked by mounted pheasants, overstuffed seating, and a seagrass rug.

•
All in the Family: Steve and Dianne Potts relax with
daughter Stephanie and their three dogs. Two older
married children live nearby in the neighborhood.
décor made the job easier, but that without
an overarching vision, coupled with her
seemingly symbiotic relationship with the
Potts, the project wouldn’t have come off as
smoothly as it did—especially given all the
design elements involved in a 7,000-plussquare-foot house.“When they needed direction, I’d offer a couple of choices, and they’d
look at them and say, ‘That’s it,’” Bradham

“Dianne had…a feel
she wanted, but she
and Steve believe in
letting people do their
jobs, so they were very
receptive to my ideas.”
—Sissy Bradham,
interior designer
r ecalls. “That was the approach throughout.” Dianne agrees: “It was a magical team
of people. Everybody had the freedom to
express themselves, but no egos got in the
way, which went a long way toward making
the different parts all work together.”
Despite the fairly open floor plan, individual rooms are clearly defined and run
the scale from very formal to laid-back.
“Each room has a particular ‘theme,’” Steve
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Captain’s Quarters: The billiard room is nautically
inspired. Teak and holly floors recall a deck, and the
barrel vaulted ceiling suggests an inverted ship hull.
The nickle-plated Nautical Senses barstools (above)
and custom rope moulding (top) accenting the
wainscot and cornice reinforce the theme.
says,“but everything had to blend together.”
The family room, for example, soars two
stories, crowned by clerestory windows in
a flattened dome. Refined rusticity reigns,
from the white-painted board-and-batten
walls and dark built-in bookshelves to the
floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace. “A lot of the
front of the house is so formal, this is a nice
place for us to really kick up our feet and
relax,” Dianne says.
One of the most striking accomplishments
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“My type of design
strives for elegant simplicity, and the rooms
must flow. Color is
used so there’s an easy
transition for the eye.”
—Sissy Bradham

•
Easy Elegance: The formality of the living room, dominated by white-painted floor-to-ceiling wainscot, is
softened by the more relaxed upholstery and draperies. The spacious kitchen (top), fitted with professionalgrade appliances and a large island, opens to the back veranda and is geared toward entertaining.
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is the nautically inspired billiard room/home
theater just off the second-floor landing,
reflecting Steve’s business interests as president and CEO of Scout Boats. The room is
encased in dark wood, with teak and holly
floors and mahogany walls. Overhead, a barrel vaulted ceiling paneled with tongue-andgroove wood planks is reminiscent of an
inverted ship’s hull. Other details, such as
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That’s a Wrap: The gently curving architectural footprint embraces the small peninsula that comprises the
backyard. The veranda and open terrace accommodate large-scale entertaining, yet small seating areas, the
pool house cabana (complete with guest quarters), and the gazebo create cozy, relaxing spaces.
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custom wood rope moulding surrounding
the pocket doors and cornice and, in the bar
area, nickel-plated stools designed for large
yachts by Nautical Senses, further reinforce
the theme. While the room has a decidedly
clubby, masculine feel, its proximity to
youngest daughter Stephanie’s room—and
the presence of a commercial-style popcorn
machine and theater-worthy electronics—

•

“We paid a lot of
attention to the
property and how to
situate the house on it.
We wrapped the back
of it around the small
peninsula.” —Steve Potts

Natural Selection: Bronze heron fountain sculptures tie the man-made space to the marsh beyond,
while the family boat stands ready at the dock (top).
means it also gets lots of use for movie nights
when friends visit.
Three bedrooms share the upstairs with
the billiard room. Stephanie, who’s an art
major at the College of Charleston, put
her well-tuned eye to good use in designing her bedroom and bath, both charming
studies in pink and white. Across the hall
is what Dianne calls her “future grandkids
room” furnished with antique twin beds
(Stephanie’s older siblings, Stevie and Sherrie, are both married and also live on Daniel
Island). Down the hall is another bedroom
outfitted in the handful of furnishings
brought from the old house, including an
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Suite Dreams: Neutral tones create a soothing
ambiance in the master suite (top), which features
a garden tub in a recessed alcove.
ornate marble-top table that Steve insisted
on keeping. With most of the old furniture
disappearing, Steve found a sudden attachment to the piece. “I told Dianne, ‘Either
you find a place for it, or I will,’” he laughs.
“She didn’t take long finding a corner in
the spare bedroom.”
Downstairs, the master bedroom is an
exercise in elegant repose. A fireplace at
the foot of the four-poster bed makes the
large space cozy. Cabinetmaker Butch Pritchard flanked the mantel with matching
recessed armoires that he created for the
room. Above the fireplace hangs a painting
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Pretty in Pink: Stephanie had a definite vision for
her bedroom suite, collaborating with designer Sissy
Bradham to achieve just the right pink.
by Stephanie of the house’s garden gate.
“She came to me and said,‘I need money for
Christmas shopping,’ and I said,‘Well, I need
something to hang over the fireplace—start
painting,’” Dianne recalls. Separated from
the sleeping area with Doric columns, a
niche harbors a comfortable chaise lounge
for quiet reading.
In every detail, the house conveys the
Potts’ desire for relaxed refinement. Nothing seems overly precious or fussy, and the
well-thought-out details never seem forced,
which is how Dianne and Steve would
define luxury. Few visitors would argue
with the results.
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